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Source: a TSG SA WG4

Work item code:a AMR Date: a 11 March 2002

Category: a F Release: a R98
Use one of the following categories:

F  (correction)
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C  (functional modification of feature)
D  (editorial modification)
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be found in 3GPP TR 21.900.

Use one of the following releases:
2 (GSM Phase 2)
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Reason for change: a With AMR FR in DTX mode, the DAI tests using channel coder / decoder may
give output vectors different than the ones given with direct link between speech
encoder and speech decoder.
This has not been taken into account in the definition of DAI tests.

Summary of change:a Additional .OUT vectors are given for DTX tests with channel coder / decoder.

Consequences if a

not approved:
AMR FR testing with DTX is impossible for some mobile implementations.

Clauses affected: a 7.2, Annex

Other specs a  Other core specifications a

affected:  Test specifications
 O&M Specifications

Other comments: a
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"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings.
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7.2 Test Sequences
Each DTX test sequence consists of the followingthree files:

- Files for input to the speech encoder: *.INP.

- Files for comparison with the encoder output and input to the speech decoder: *.COD.

- Files for comparison with the decoder output: *.OUT.
For Full Rate codecs on a GSM radio interface when DTX is used, some mobile station implementation of
channel decoder may mask the first NO_DATA frame when DTX period starts. In that case the alternative files
*.OUT_D shall be used for the comparison with the decoder output.

The *.COD and *.OUT* file names has the format DTxA_<mode>.*, where “x” is the VAD option (X for option 1 and
2 for option 2), "A" is the test case number (1, 2, 3 or 4) and <mode> is the speech codec mode.

In a correct implementation, the speech encoder parameters generated by the *.INP file shall be identical to those
specified in the *.COD file; and the speech decoder output generated by the *.COD file shall be identical to that
specified in the *.OUT* file.

Size (bytes)Sequence name No. of frames
*.INP *.COD *.OUT*

DTX1 710 227 200 355 000 227 200
DTX2 898 287 360 449 000 287 360
DTX3 1620 518 400 810 000 518 400
DTX4 1188 380 160 594 000 380 160
DT21 938 300 160 469 000 300 160
DT22 616 197 280 308 000 197 120
DT23 938 300 320 469 000 300 160
DT24 1188 380 160 594 000 380 160
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